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asbestos In .B. ormitory
Asbestos in K.B.
Frightens Residents
by Lauren Klatzkln
Features! Connecticut View Editor
A frightening scenario occurred
on Thursday, April 19 in K.B. dor-
mitory. Two students woke to find
a man in a full asbestos- protective
suit standing outside of their door,
removing carcinogeous substances
from their living area.
Tom Kessler, '92, resident, de-
scribed the events leading up to the
incident "Asbestos was showing"
on dormitory pipes, he said.
He continued, "When we ap-
proached Dean Tolliver [dean of
student life] he didn't know about
it" He added that "later onc~
informed about the problem he
JIlffidlex
Features/
Connecticut
View pp.4-5
Evelyn Kennedy offers
care and clothing with
PRIDE for physically-
impaired adults -
A & E pp. 11-12
A Review: Borowski re-
caps the Broadway bests
and busts
Comics p.13
Sports pp. 14-16
Club Softball goes to bat
was pretty receptive." Atthattime,
Tolliveroffered the students tempo-
rary alternate housing, which they
declined.
Said Kessler, "We called Campus
Safety one evening because we felt
that nothing was being done."
Sean Curry, '92, Kessler's room-
mate, said, "Campus Safety came,
and they did determine that it was
asbestos and they sealed off our
bathroom."
"The next day," he added, "a
gentleman came . . . he fixed the
pipes and took care of everything."
The "gentleman" was Robert
McLaughlin, a contractor who
works full time to make sure Con-
necticut College complies with
state asbestos standards. Accord-
ing to Ed Hoffman, director of de-
velopment, McLaughlin "does
nothing but remove or repair loose
asbestos problems." He encapsu-
lated the pipes, a procedure which
prevented the cancer-causing as-
bestos dust from escaping into the
air.
Hoffman explained, "We follow
the state procedures very, very
closely ... [and] we've had compli-
ments about what we're doing"
from state inspectors.
Kessler, however, took issue
with the procedure. "It'skindofun-
settling to wake up in the morning.
See Asb estes p. 6
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Public 'Homoerotic' Display
Arouses Controversy
-------- which Reynolds performed a In addition to the failure 10prop-
"homoerotic dance" around him. erly notify Amanda Geller, '90,
After dancing, Reynolds, using an housefellow of Larrabee, about the
As the artversus pornography is- electrical cord, whipped the floor.a planned routine, Tolliver is con-
sue rages in the United States Su- couch, himself and Levinson. cerned about the numerous com-
preme Court, Connecticut College Investigating a complaint, Cam- plaints he received through the
has found itselfonceagain deal- ,----------------, housefellow, as well as direct
ing with the sensitive issue of '[ do believe that the nudity complaints he obtained from a
censorship. student and a parent
The event which sparked the and simulated"making Because there is only one
latest controversy took place in out" was inappropriate for entrance to the dormitory, ob-
the living room of Larrabee dor- jections were also raised be-
mitory on the evening of Satur- a public living room.' cause anyone entering Larra-
day, April 21. _ Joseph Tolliver, bee had no choice but to wit-
Two students, Karl Levinson, ness the performance.
'92, and Graham Reynolds, '93, dean of student life "I do believe that the nudity
entertained the audience at a and simulated 'making out' was
celebration, sponsored by the pus Safety officers arrived just as inappropriate for a public living
'Anarchy Party' with what they the questionable activities ceased. room," Tolliver said, adding, "The
termed "performance art." The incident has been broughtto whipping, in my opinion, was inap-
The ritual involved the stripping the attention of Joseph Tolliver, propriate for anywhere."
of a blinfolded Levinson, after dean of student life. See Larrabee p. 6
by Gerard Cboucroun
1be Coli. Voke
Young Alumni Trustee - Michelle de la Uz
Graduation Speaker - Chuck Meyer (See Contested p. 6)
Class of 1991:
President - Mary Beth Holman
Vice President - Anne Lolt
Judiciary-Board Representatives - John Kogan and Jon Zobel
SAC Representatives - Dave Heivly and Jon Manzo
Class of 1992:
President - Bryce Breen
Vice President- Meg Sheehan
Judiciary-Board Representatives - Mark Fallon and Craig Meeker
SAC Representatives - Marla Ribner and Jen Hall
Class of 1993:
President- Marisa Farina
Vice President - Bill Yates
Judiciary-Board Representatives - Molly Embree and Chris Devaille
SAC Representatives - Ali Nash and Christine Kim
Administrative Confusion
Thwarts Senior Breakfast Plans
by Haden R. Guest
Tbe College Voice
After almost seven months of careful
organization, the sophomore class plans
for the upcoming senior breakfast, have
been seriously jeopardized by what has
been considered a blatant disregard for
student concerns.
At the end of March, Trudy Flanery,
former director of student activities, noti-
fied Darcie Siciliano, '92, chair of senior
breakfast, that Thames Hall would be
available for construction space for their
project. It is an ideal location, with ample
space and privacy, to ensure that the
theme of the breakfast remains asurprise.
In a memo to Siciliano, Aanery said,
"Because of safety concerns, both fire
hazard and the the potential for intruders,
the presence of your workers inthe build-
ing must be strictly monitored.
The sophomores were required to
notify Campus Safety every time they
exited or entered the building. The
sophomore class contends that Angell,
despite this previous knowledge, is-
sued Siciliano a key to the building.
Angell said, "the authorization for
this project was made by Trudy Flan-
ery."
Upon access approval, the sopho-
more class began its construction. On
April 16, Siciliano received a call from
Angell's office requesting that the key ~ _.a-_
to Thames Hall be returned. When Si- ~
ciliano asked for an explanation she ~ ..
was simply told that "someone found ;:;
ouL" ~
Lalerthatday, Joseph Tolliver, dean ~
of Student Life, was contacted by Rich- ~
ani Eaton, vice president of the col- ]
lege, and told that Thames Hall must be \Jb--==-~";;",--.,--_--._-c~"";;;-:-=:"""==-_...J
See Relocationp. 10 Thames Hall has been condemned by the Fire Department
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Clarifying the Strategic Planning Goals
Letter to the Yoic«:
The article entitled" Assembly Prioritizes Strategic Planning Goals" published in the April 24 edition of the
Voice was somewhat misleading. While the Assembly did discuss its recommendations to the Priorities. Plan-
ning &Budget Committee, it should be made clear that thePPBC, and not the Assembly, is the actual body that
is prioritizing the % strategic planning goals, The PPBC, which is composed of faculty, students and senior
staffhas been working with theplan since last year. In addition, the committee is considering recommendations
from all constituencies of the college community, not only students. The Assembly is developing a short list
of approximately ten goals which it feels are of the highest priority to students in the coming year. These
priorities have been drawn from the complete listof strategic planning goals. The Assembly utilized a tentative
list of the PPBC's top 28 goals as well as a list of94 goals compiled by a special task force of student leaders,
including members of the new and old Executive Boards, Student Response to Strategic Planning Committee,
Minority Students Steering Committee and the student members of PPBC, in its discussion last week. The
PPBC continues to work on prioritization and welcomes input from the college community. The committee
is now arranging for an open meeting to discuss the prioritization process and address any suggestions or
comments, Please be on the look-out for further information.
Sincerely,
Carla Munroe, '90,
SGA President
John Maggiore, '91,
SGA President-Elect
Running Into Brick Walls
Letter to the Voice:
I recently read both Lauren Klatzkin's article, "Racism: Stumbling Block to Diversity" (4/17/90) and Pam
Little's impassioned, "In Defense of Dr. Na'im Akbar" (4/24/90). I felt compelled to respond.
Ms. Little claims that "People of European descent have always had the privilege of learning about them-
selves," attempting to discredit Ms. Klatzkin 's claim that she did not receive an education which taught her of
her Russian heritage. Last weekend,l read an article in The Village Voice about the proposed curricular changes
in New York elementary and secondary schools. The author began with a reminiscence of his school days and
a Social Studies teacher who was prohibited from teaching any Russian culture/history in her classroom. The
fact is, historical and cultural education in our schools is lacking in many areas - for example, the arts (most
history we learn is military history). The born-artist does not learn about the contributions of his people to the
world, no matter what his color may be. And what about homosexual history? (Or, for that matter, homosexual
sex education)? Of course, itis wrong that these aspects of humanity are exempted from most public and private
educations, but my point is that African history is not the only item left out of curriculae.
Ms. Little seems to think that African-Americans are the most oppressed group in America's white society.
In fact, I can think of at least one group of Americans, many of whom are white, who are easily the most
discriminated in America today - the homo/bisexuals, At least African-Americans have Affirmative Action on
their side - but try to name a college or corporation with a quota of homosexuals it must accept. "People of
African descent have suffered a holocaust," and so have homosexuals (they were rounded-up with the Jews in
Germany). YetI have never met a homosexual who didn't wish homosexuals and heterosexuals could "move
on and live together in peace." Yet Ms. Little seems to think that it's okay that "there is no peace or harmony
in [her] heart," And it is okay, at least in this country (some crazy Europeans decided Americans should be
allowed to hold their own opinions). But in the long run, peace and harmony will go a lot further than hate and
anger.
Ms. Little claims that "Until people of African descent possess self-knowledge,[blacks and whites] will
remain adversaries." The fact is, self-knowledge and the decision to be or not be adversaries don 't go hand-in-
hand. After all, European Americans are provided with a fair amount of "self-knowledge" through their
educations, and yet many are still racist. Dr. Akbar also has a-greet deal of "self-know ledge," and yet he too is
racist (I consider it racist lD say that Afriellt\CAmericans "were brought here to be slaves, and [thewhites at Conn.
College] did everything they could to destroy your humanity." - making value judgments on a group, rather
than on specific individuals is racist).
I do consider it important to have an institution devoted to African history - an institution which encourages
both white and black students to use its resources. But then, I also think it is important to have institutions which
are devoted solely to the teaching of dance, and I think it is important to have institutions devoted entirely to
women's concerns. And to Asians. And to homosexuals. And so on. We need specialized institutions to
supplement our educations because a single institution, such as a public high school or a college cannot meet
the needs of everyone. It must attempt to assess its students' needs as a whole body to the best of its ability and
then address those needs to the best ofits ability.
I guess the phrases that most disturbed me in Little's letter were "there is no peace or harmony in my heart,"
and "we will remain adversaries." The lauer is true only if the former is true. Yes, many (if not most) whites
have bigoted attitudes/values, both toward others and toward each other, but attitudes aren't changed through
fights. If, in trying to reach your goal, you come to a brick wall, you don't run into it head first- all that comes
of that is a cracked skull. Instead, you think of another way to get to the other side of the-wall. Your solution
may be to convince a whole bunch of people to ram their heads into the wall with you, but you don't convince
people by calling them racists.
Sincerely,
Shelley Stoehr, '91
Editor's Note: Iii "lnDefense of Dr. Na'im Akbar" (4/24/90), any typographical errors were thefault of The
College Voice. In "Homophobia is Sexual Harrassment Too" (4110/90), a sentence should have read "... anti-
gay harrassment perpetrated against homosexuals and [not by] heterosexuals on campus."
CONNTHOUGHT ~------------------------------------------------------------------~
~~.~Don't Let De Klerk's Actions Fool You'
(
c1udes electric shock, beatings, sleep depri- g.
vation and isolation. At least 80 political '"
prisoners have died in police custody in the ~
last 20 years. <er-
~ ....
Approximately 70 percent of township :g
household arebelow the poverty line. While C
white unemployment is a mere two percent, 2'
African unemployment has been estimated ~
as high as 40 percent In February 1988 the '"
African average monthly wage was $175
whereas for whites it was $1,000.
Education
The government of South Africa spends
$500 million more on the education of the
white minority, although blacks outnumber
whites eight to one. Per capita spending on
education in 1986-87 was $205 for Africans
and $812 for whites.
I look forward to the day when Connecti-
cut College will reinvest in a democratic, free
South Africa.
fooled by de Klerk and continue to support
the Africans' rights to independence and
democracy. The Trustees will vote on this
issue this Friday, May 4. Meanwhile, show
your support by wearing a red arm band and
signing the petition pledging to withhold
contributions to Connecticut College until
total divestment has been achieved.
FACTS ABOUT RACISM IN SOUTH
AFRICA:
population/Land Ownership
Today there are five million whites in
South Africa, and twenty-eight million Afri-
cans. However, only whites have full citi-
zenship rights and 87 percent of the nation's
land is reserved for whites. Blacks may own
land only in designated townships. Asians
and Coloreds may live only in segregated
areas of white territory.
:IllI1um
South African police and military partici-
pation in torture is well-documented. Sev-
enty percent of former African prisoners had
been physically assaulted ... The torture in-
merit), the college can not support a regime of
racial suppression. violence and terror (see
facts below).
Connecticut College will not suffer from
divestment The college sub-commillee
evaluating the issue reponed that holdings
not related to South Africa "do not perform
at a lower rate of return than investment port-
folios that contain investments inSouth Afri-
can corporations."
Those who oppose divestment claim the
Africans will suffer from divestment How-
ever, suffering by South Africa's African
community will be minimal if at all. Cur-
rently .the 14.3percent of South Africa that is
white receives 60 percent of all income.
Meanwhile, the remaining 74.5 percent exist
on only 29 percent of the total income. Over
70 percent of the African households are
below the poverty line.
The international community should not
be fooled by de KJerk's unsubstantial actions
and should withhold all investment in South
Africa until the people obtain the right to
majority rule - one
man, one vote.
De KJerk has said,
"Those who enjoy
full political rights at
present are not pre-
pared to bow out
apologetically from
the stage of history."
De Klerk is clearly
unwilling to let
power fall from the
hands of the whites.
Please let the
Trustees of the col-
lege know that the
students, faculty and
staff of Connecticut
College are not
by Jacqueline Soteropoulos
Class of 1992
Two weeks ago, F. W. deKlerk,president
of South Africa, told Parliament that majority
rule was "not suitable for acountry like South
Africa because it will lead to the domination
and even the suppression of minorities."
De Klerk is president of a nation where the
white minority has ruthlessly suppressed and
dominated the African majority for decades.
Recent events, including the release of Nel-
son Mandela, have convinced some that de
KJerk will institute reform and end apartheid.
However, de Klerk's actions have been
purely symbolic. No substantive actions
have yet been taken to grant full political
rights to the African people.
According to The New York Times, the
timing of de Klerk's remarks two weeks ago
suggest "that he wanted to assure white vot-
ers that their interests would not be aban-
doned ... "
ThewhiteSouth African government must
allow and accept self-determination for the
people of South Africa. Since that nation's
government is not willing to do this, strong
international pressure must be exerted.
Most nations of the European Economic
Community, the Commonwealth, the Nor-
dic States, Japan and the United States have
imposed sanctions against South Africa.
OPEC has attempted to end oil shipments
since 1974. In 1977 the U.N. SecurityCoun-
cit imposed a mandatory anTIS embargo. By
mid-1988,23 states, 84 cities and counties,
and 180 colleges and universities have di-
vested.
Connecticut College is surely late in taking
action towards total divestment, but late is
better than never. As an institution of higher
education that strives towards greater diver-
sity (according to the college mission state-
Soteropolous is president-elect of SOAR.
Will Conn Be
Boring Forever? --- .. -
to offend anyone. Instead of getting
a variety of acts that lift the spirits of
the anesthetized student body, we
get wedding-prom bands like the
one that played the Halloween
party, Vertigo, and Dean Brown's
favorite calypso band, Mikata. The
calypso band wasn't bad once, but
they cenainly aren't repeal per-
formancematerial. Come on, SAC,
be a lillie progressive. Be a little
rude. Don't give us excuses like,
"There are no places for bands to
play." lfVertigocan play in Cro. or
more positively, if The Reducers
can, then why not BigDipper? Why
not Fugazi or Verbal Assault? Why
can't a band play if it isn't a sixties/
seventies cover 'lI3JJd?Connecticut
College does not have the reputa-
tion of being an interesting place to
live. It has the reputation of living
in 1974, when America began to
work really hard at being boring. In
fact, prospective students are
warned that the weekends at Con-
necticut can be almost violently
boring. Please, I beg you, do
something interesting, something
risky. Don't let Connecticut be
boring forever.
want to go there; don't you?" Does
anyone remember hearing any-
thing like that our school. Not.
Somewhere in the system hides
the belief that the best thing to do
with the huge SAC budget is to
save it up all year for a gigantic
blowout called "Floralia,' where
an enormous number of Thurs.-Sat.
alcoholics get drunk by noon and
continue to drink until they pass out
on a hot day. Meanwhile, during
the rest of the year, SAC thinks it's
a neat idea to splurge and waste a
whole lot of money on "events" like
"Chocofest," where a huge number
of people roll wavelike into The
Cave, grab as many doughnuts and
candy bars as they possibly can and
leave. The whole show takes, at the
most, two and a half minutes, with
nearly $600 in chocolate hoarded
away in coats and bags to be eaten
in the privacy of one's own room.
Way to go. Any number of bands
from New York, Boston, of Wash-
ington, D.C. would have made the
trip to play for $600. Instead, for
$1500, Dave Binder makes his fifth
appearance in five years, and he
does it for Floralial SAC has made
a point of booking shows that seem
as safe as possible, making sure not
people I talked to had similar stories
of a "really cool" friend of theirs
who came hereand hated it and left.
This is also a bad thing. Not a good
thing, in case you were confused.
They told me, "Yeah, my friend
Julie went to Connecticut, she had
to getout before the boredom killed
her. She said that their were iso-
lated pockets of decent people but
for .the most pan the campus
sucked." Again, 1have to point out,
this is not good press, but bad press.
In terms of
outside enter-
tainment, Con-
necticut College
has a problem.
This campus just
sucks. I believe
that SAC has to
bear most if not
all of the weight
of this weakness.
High school sen-
iors never hear
the phrase:
"Man, You
wouldn't believe
how amazing the
bands are that
play Connecticut
College. I really
to school. I mumbled, "Oh,1 go to
ah ... Well ... 1go 10Connecticut
College." And to that confession,
he replied, "Oh, I'm sorry," as if 1
had told him that my dog was shot
by bikers. It is not a good thing that
the cool people I remember from
high school all offer their condo-
lences when I tell them where I'm
going 10college. In fact it's a bad
thing.
Last spring, after Iaccepted Con-
necticut's acceptance, a number of
by Chuck Jones
Class of 1993
Okay, Easter weekend I went to
Northampton to see Fugazi playa
benefit for a women's crisis center.
To my surprise, 1met a number of
people at the club who used to go to
my high school but now go to
UMass and Hampshire. One of
them, a senior at Hampshire whom
Iwill call "Will," (because that's his
name) asked me where I was going
o
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~
~ International Studies Students
:l1
i Step Into the Global Decade
~--------- graduation. tendanother lecture well before this
by Todd Whitten h d" This is a demanding program, one was finished. T e SlU ents:t 1M College Voke 0·...••
~ and admission is highly selective. admit that the colloquia are some-
Il:, One of the newest programs The student must have a cumula- what dry, but they all expect them
~ that Connecticut College offers is tive grade point average of at least to improve. The poor attendance is
8 the International Studies program. ai! Under the title of ''The Center for prob-
International Studies and the Lib- I e m
eral Arts," Conn students can re- but it
ceive an International Studies cer- seems
tificate, in addition to a major and to be
minor. Sixteen students are now the
enrolled, and that number is ex- 0 n Iy
peeted to increase next year. 0 n e •
The center was launched "to which
bring greater cultural knowledge in d i-
and foreign proficiency to [the stu- ca tes
dents'] work," according to the t hat
administrative booklet. Thecenter ~ the
has a core curriculum involving .." pro -.....five areas. Any student involved in .. gram-t:the program must take at least five ~ r ..~can
courses outside of his or her major L,,--:-..,.....,...-;--:-~-:-;--;-;:=';;:-:-;:-7.":"-.----::.=-.J 0 n I y t
that concentrate on global issues Students Attend an International Studies Colloquium ~ get ~
and area studies relevant to a for- 3.0, submit proposals that are better. Alexander Barrett, '92, ~
eign language. unique and intensive, and also pass says that he "loves the program," ~
The second area is an oral profi- the oral language exams, There is and that sentiment seems to be .~
ciency test in that language; the also a final oral exam. The student echoed by the other members. Josh ~
student must display "minimum will face a panel of professors and Galper, '92, thinks that itis a "great ~
proficiency." Next, the student will be required to answer ques- program, and can only gel better." .~
must agree to do a work internship tions that were dealt with in the col- During the open campus for in- ~ ""- ~
abroad, using the language relat- loquia.Ifthe students do not attend coming freshmen, Robert Proctor, ~ .... """~>
ing to the student's area of study. the weekly lectures, they will not professorof French and Italian and '" 11!i)~~~_-------..,...-c--c-c-::-:---:-::--~~~-:""'~
All the students must also attend be able to answer those questions director of the International Stud- I-' Dave Leavitt, '92, and Carl Bernard, '93, of the Mumbleweeds, entertain
weekly colloquia presented by on the final. ies Program, gave a talk about the the crowd on Burdick green.
Conn faculty, integrating various At the colloquium delivered program. It was one of the better at-
disciplines with the global society> several weeks ago by David Fen- tended speeches.
Finally, an independent project ton, physics department chair, nine This is the only program of its
must be proposed, approved, com- of the sixteen students were pres- type in the nation at this time, and it
pleted, and presented before ent, Of these nine, three left to at- promises to flourish and grow
r-------------------------------, throughout the
'90's, helping to
bring Connecti-
cut College into
the global dec-
ade.RENT A SPACE
.-
by Matthew Vlnisko
The College Voice 1J
JamSaturday, aMOBROC-sponsored
event, dominated Connecticut College all day
Saturday. Student bands representing many
varieties of music sent chords echoing from
the Quad green to the far corners of the cam-
pus, setting the mood for the first summerlike
day ofthe year.
Service Recalls Horror
of Holocaust1----------
\ .'
Rabbi Aaron Rosenberg led a Holocaust
Commemeration service onTuesday, April 24
to remember and pray for the six million who
died during Hitler's extermination of the Jew-
ish community during World War II.
The service began with a reading which re-
counted the tragic losses throughout Europe.
In the candlelighting service
which followed, Connecticut
College students lit six sym-
bolic candles. During the
lighting, Alan Winter, pro-
fessor of sociology, read cor-
responding narrations ex-
plaining what each candle
symbolized. The last candle called for re-
memberance of the Holocaust and sharing of
the knowledge with each new generation.
Next came a touching speech and set of
prayers from Henry Drobiarz, a former con-
centration camp prisoner. Drobiarz told of his
arrival in the United States after the war in
1950. He recalled how he and other newly
freed prisoners had looked like skeletons
coming from the death camps and his inability
to forget the horrible smell of death that he had
barely managed to escape. Drobiarz then
recited the Ani Ma'amirn, a prayer of hope
offered in faith to the Messiah. This was fol-
lowed by the Hymn of the Parisians, a song
written in the Jewish ghetto in Vilno during
the war which became the anthem of the
underground resistance movement.
Another prayer of faith, Psalm 23, was re-
cited by Chaplain Steve Schmidt. The pro-
gram's guest speaker, Father Edward Flan-
nery, spoke about the
religious history lead-
ing to the Holocaust
He highlighted some
of most distinctive
moments of Jewish
persecution, including
the Christian assertion
that the Jewish people killed Jesus Christ,
and the raging anti-Semitism that existed
during the crusades of the Middle Ages.
Flannery stated that he sees hope in alle-
viating anti-Semitism in our time based on
the actions of the Pope and education in
today's classrooms> At present, he con-
cluded, the need is not to make the ruling
minority accept Judaism, but to reach a
peace among each and every average citizen
of the world.
MINI-WAREHOUSE CENTERS
YOU STORE IT • YOU LOCK IT
YOUR OWN STORAGE ROOM
EAST L YME RENT-A-SPACE
CALL TODA Y - ASK ABOUT OUR LOW RA TESt
MAHTC 739·3386
I KING ARTHUR DR., EAST LYME
(TOlL FREE) 1-800 1M3 RENT
FOR OTHER CT. LOCATlONS
CAlLIe l\J(Q)w\y~
A~IK W(Q)JR IE31lJIlD~
GET YOUR SUMMER
STORAGE SQUARED
AWAY TODAY!
The need is .,. to reach
a peace among each and
every average citizen of
the world.
Eggs are a must during
any visit to Norm's, re-
gardless of the time of day.
The omelettes (especially
the western omelette) are
close to perfect. If the
menu at Norm's featured
only eggs, we would con-
sider changing our rating
to four and a half stars.
They will make them ex-
4~""..........
Groton Seamstress Dresses the Disabled
the advantage of allowing the sud- children, "teaching them dressing
denly disabled person toputonand skills ... how to put dresses on and
wear his or her own clothing which take them off," she explains. From
Evelyn Kennedy of Groton was he or she owned before the disabil- these experiences, Kennedy re-
temporarilydisabledinanaccident ity. searched a thesis which was later
which would change her life and Kennedy herself experienced the published asa book, Dressing With
the lives of the disabled and elderly shock of sudden physical impair- Pride.
around the world. ment. "I had an accident in 1967 Kennedy says that PRIDE pro-
Kennedy is the director of and I broke my leg ... Ididn't walk vides "medical health and social
PRIDE, which she founded in without the aid ofcrutches for three tearns like nurses' associations,
1978. PRIDE, Promote Reallnde- years ... I couldn't get dressed or convalescent homes, Easter Seals,
pendence for the Disabled and undressed ... I actually experi- the Stroke Society, and the Heart
Elderly, is an organization which enced it" Association" with seminars and
creates clothing for people with Kennedy lamented, "For one workshops that teach her tech-
hysical impairments. ...----------------..., niques.
Kennedy's group provides Kennedy runs fashion
e techniques and designs The goal is "accessibility ... to shows "on hangers" and
ecessary to change and make clothing easier to put on sends a portable fashion
dapt clothing for those show called "a wardrobe
hose ability to move is lim- and to take off" case" allover the country.
ited. The goal, Kennedy -Evelyn Kennedy Requests for Kennedy's
ys, is "accessibility ... to help come from "Africa,
akeclothingeasiertoputon Canada, all places in Eu-
nd to take off." Kennedy works to year I couldn't put my underwear rope, Greece, Turkey, and India,'
rovide the disabled with "fashion- on because I had a leg cast from my she said. The Japanese govemmen
ble and good-looking clothing." toe to my hip." hired her for two weeks of "televi
"We believe in mainstream Experiencing the lack of suit- sion shows and public seminars"
lathing," continues Kennedy. able garments for herself, Ken- a prelude ot setting up its own pro
'[We] take what is in the store and nedy decided, "I had better design gram, Kennedy continues.
odify it." This, she adds, is "more some," despite herlack of previous Kennedy supports PRIDE pri
ractical and less costly than buy- design experience. vately with proceeds from her ow
ng a specially designed garment." After her recovery, Kennedy business and with private contribu
ennedy's techniques also offer worked with severely retarded tions.
by Randall Lucas
The College Voice
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~ . I di th d I mentandimplementa- ponoftheseproJectsat n y s oar 0::: to me that the inc u ng e eve op .
. . . Affirmati A' P licy the es- Trustees meeung.~ spiru of the uon of an irmauve cuon 0 I • . .
s, Takeoverbe un- tablishment of a sensitivity workshop senes, Also at the Trustees meeung scheduled
derstood by commitment to renovations and staff assess- for this Fnday, the vote on total divest-
others and that ment for Unity House and the creation of the ment from South Africa WIll be taken,
the spirit be Minority Student Steering Committee and Concerned student leaders have posted
kept alive" the Minority Affairs Committee. SIgnS urging college cornrnuruty rnem-
S c h e du led MSSC and MAC "work together to plan bers to write letters to the Trustees before
events include the Minority Scholars Conference and to that vote.
personal read- monitor the implementation of the May I Elections for the 1990-1991 MSSC
. b P agreement." members were held early this week. The
mgs y am . D d '92 haiLittle, '90, and MSSC is the political voice of minority results are: Sabnna uran., , c air,
April Green, students on campus. Among the commit- Ratiya Ruangsuwana, ~9ss3lstanbtllOth
l
e
'90. Frank tee's other responsiblities, it meets with the chair, and Julie Leung, ,pu IC re a-
Tuitt '87 for- Board of Trustees and revises the statement tions director.
mer' UMOJA of concerns annually. The presidents of Unity organizations
president and ThegoalsofanAffinnativeActionPolicy, are also ,members of MSSC: Masako
main organizer sensitivity workshops, development of Tamura, 91, president of ASIA, Jackie
of the 1986 Black African and Afro-American studies Soteropoulos, '92, president of SOAR,
Takeover. Carl and the hiring of a professor, a Minority Anadri Chisolm, '92, president of
Bernard '93 Scholars Conference and the relocation of UMOJA and Yadira Rodriquez, '93,
will perform. Unity House have been attained. president of La Unidad ".
Other campus The 1990 updated MSSC activities and Additional representau,veson the com-
vocal groups concerns praised the relocation of Unity and rruttee are KIm Harding, 92, r:'ember of
may partici- acknowledged the need for more funding to UMOJA, and Chnsto Garcia, 92, rnem-
pate. successfully implement programs. In addi- bcr of La Unidad.
tion, MSSC would like to see the new Racial
HarrassmemPol-
icy primed in the
"C"Book.
Major goals of
MSSC are diver-
sification of the
curriculum. mi-
nority student re-
cruitrnentand mi-
nority faculty re-
cruitment and rc-
tention. The
by Sarah HunUey
News Editor
The Fanning Takeover was a protest to
the administration' s Jack of response to m i-
Dority and diversity issues. Tuitt had sent a
detailed document to Oakes Ames, former
president of the college, but received no
reply. The concerned students were also
displeased that demands made during a
1972 Takeover had not been met.
Students entered Fanning at 4:30 a.m.
and blocked access to all entrances until
11:15 p.m.
The concerned protestors presented the
Reaffinning the importance of diversity
awareness and action, student leaders have
organized events LO commemorate the anni-
versary of the May I, 1986 Fanning Take-
over.
The commemoration will be held on Tues-
day from 4:00 p.rn, to 5:30 p.rn. on Fanning
green. Said Sue Howson, '90, president of
Society Organized Against Racism, "It is
Failure to Post Platform
Results in Contested Election
by Haden R. Guest
The College Voice
Munroe, '90, president of SGA,
initiated a petition for a new elec-
tion.
Munroe and the senior class
executive board will officially file
the complaint.
However, because no such rules
are outlined in the "C" Book for
this situation, "It has created a real
muddle," said Calamita,
This is, in fact,lbe first year that
there will be an elected senior
puation speaker.
Although a re-election may not
change the results, Calamita said,
"I havenoproblem losingtheelec-
lion as long as 1can feel it was fair
and square. n
The class executive board will
consider the matter at a Monday
morniOlzmeetinlZ.
On the basis that his platform
was not posted for the first voting
day, N. Jansen Calamita, '90,
house senator of Abbey, bas re-
quested an investigation of last
week's election for graduation
speaker.
Calarnita said the absence of his
platform could be attributed to the
"negligenoe of the people in
charge of poblic relations."
Without his platform, he said,
"IlOlonly were the vOlCrsW\3ware
of my position, but they got Ibe
impression that 1really did notcare
about the election_"
As a result of this "confusing
situation," Calarnita. with Carla
Hi 1 r
r,Asbestos
Pipes Cause
Concern ~
Connnuedfrom p. I ,1!
.. and see a man in a nuclear waste ~
suit" ]
"In the future," suggested Curry. ~
"theyshouldmakearrangementsto ii: ,.
let everyone know." IfCurry and Students negotiate during May 1,1986 Fanning Takeover
Kessler had been aware of the grav- since the pipe is "going to crack signs.
ity of the situation, "We would have again. The process [of encapsuiat- However, Joseph Luft, '90,
made arrangements notto be here," ing the asbestos] is going to have to housefellow ofK.B., could not find
Curry said. be repeated constantly." any signs when he checked in Ibe
Hoffman, they continued, was The students still-worry, how- basement. Sincestudentsoftenre-
"very receptive to our complaints." eC'er: abOutth~ issue of notifica- move the signs themselves, the dis-
Two days after the meeting, they tion. Hoffman feels that since appearance of these warnings re-
received a note from Hoffman stat- McLaughlin restricts the areas mains a mystery.
ing that their concerns would be where heworks, these concerns are A final concern is the potential
taken into account in similar situ- unfounded. presence of asbestos in other dor-
ations in the future." Hoffman continued, "Notifica- milOries. Hoffman admitted that
This is imponant, said Kessler, tion in advance probably has some this fear is realistic. He concluded,
value but it doesn't make things any "We work in buildings year-round"
. safer." He added that McLauglin to identify and avoid problems.
also identifies danger areas with
Larrabee Party Revives Censorship Issue
COnJjnwuifromp.l
Tolliver did concede that such
activities are perfectly within stu-
dents' rights if they occur within the
privacy of students' donn rooms.
Reynolds Slated that L~e reac-
tions he received overall wereposi-
tive. Levinson confinned this as-
sertion, saying, "The crowd was
really into it:
Nick Holohan, '90, house senator
ofBurdick, who attended the party,
expressed "general approvaL"
Other comments, however, were
notasfavorable. DanSeligson, '93,
said, "I don't really understand what
their message wa", so 1 thought it
was kind of disgusting."
Reynolds and Levinson seemed
surprised at the commotion incited
by what began as a "protest" con-
cerning the lack of alternative en-
tertainment on campus.
While Levinson admitted, "We
did not publicize properly" and
conceded thattheevent was "a little
too open to the public," Reynolds
maintained, "What we were doing
was no more illegal than what three
fourths of the people at this school
are doing when they drink ille-
gally."
The controversy sparked by this
incident is not likely to set off a
major censorship debate as did the
Bang Utotpostercontroversy, butit
does explore the WCY area that sur-
rounds the an versus pornography
issue.
If the administration responds to
this event it will derme how much
"free expression" the school will
allow at public events.
Contrary to rumor, neither Rey-
nolds nor Levinson is a member of
Bang Utot.
COIl.E:GE GRADUATF5
TODAY'S OPPORTUNITY
IS TOMORROWS CAREER
Your college career is yesterday and your future is tomor-
row. T~ay, let First Investors take you into the 1990's as
we continue our nationwide expansion program. Enjoy the
advantages of working with one of Wall Street's leading in-
vestment firms, 60 years young and growing!
• High earning Potential • Complete Training
• Bonuses • Professional Guidance
• Management Opportunities .
No experienc~ is.necessary. Your knowledge, aggressive-
ne.ssand motivation are keys to helping you secure a very
bnght future. .
Put the strength of over 500,000 clients and $4 billion in
~ssets .und~r ma.nagementbehind your career. Call for an
Immediate IntervIew:
Clarification:
In "Constitutions Face Fonnidabl
Debate" (4(24/90) the currentl
nameless publication of The Con
necticut College Magazine Club, no "
World View magazine, is estimated t
cost $22,500.
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Students Meet with f
Tennis Star Lend}
by Cathy Ramsey
The College Voice
Several members of the Con-
necticut College community re-
cently represented the college at a
dinner and HartfordWhalers
hockey game with business people
and public figures, including Ivan
Lendl, professional tennis player.
Claire Gaudiani, '66, president
of the college, characterized the
evening as "an opportunity for us
to showcase Conn's academic and
athletic strengths,"
Richard Gordon, trustee of the
college and managing partner of
the Whalers, arranged the meeting,
aware of Lendl's enthusiasm for
the hockey team.
The meeting was preceded by a
dinner, which Lendldid not attend.
Those present from the college
included Gaudiani, Steven Cul-
bertson, vice president of develop-
ment, four trustees, Ken Kline,
coach of the men's tennis team and
the women's soccer team, Sheryl
Yeary ,coach of the women's tennis
team, and members of the men's
and women's tennis teams: James
Gellert, '90, Tim Smith, '90, and
Sarah Hurst, '9 I.
Lendl's coach, Tony Roche, and
his wife were also present.
The main purpose of the meet-
ing with Lendl was to "introduce
Lendl to a variety of members of
the Conn community: trustees,
administration, faculty. and stu-
dents," said Gellert,
Hopefully, by exposing Lendl
and the other guests to the college,
they will become involved with
the campus.
Gellert believes that the Whal-
ers game was "effective as a pre-
liminary step in interesting Lendl
in involvement with the college."
However, Gellert also stated,
"[Because] Lendl is traveling be-
tween 35 and40 weeks a year, itis
more likely that any involvement
would start after his retirement
from tennis."
]..
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Harkness Fire Ignites
Procedural Questions
---------
by Sarah Huntley
News Editor
The students then engaged the
aid of Andrew Schiff, '93, second
floorresident,and the four students
contacted Campus Safety.
According to. Carson, Campus
Safety officers were "there within
two minutes of the phone call. It
was incredible," and the New Lon-
don Fire Department was con-
tacted; however. no fire alarms
were sounded and only the second
floor residents were evacuated.
Drew Snyder, '92, resident, was
sitting in the living room during the
incident "They didn't even tell me
there was a fire," he said.
Stuart Angell, director of Cam-
pus Safety, said it was not unusual
forno alarms to sound. The laundry
room is equipped with a heat sensor.
Said Angell, "It was not that bad of
a fire."
Apparently the fire was the result
of a plastic laundry basket uninten-
tionally left on.a range top.
Kim Kellogg, '90, housefellow of
Harkness, said the firemen "sucked
the fumes out" She added, "There
could have been headaches, throat-
aches and dizziness, but no students
really demonstrated those symp-
toms, except headaches."
Fire fighters, police officers and
Campus Safety declined comment..
Harkness dormitory, the scene of
a minor fire Tuesday night, remains
intact and fears about toxic fumes
have been alleviated, but some
questions still remain about the pro-
cedure for handling the potentially
dangerous situation.
At 9:20 p.m., Michael Carson,
'93, resident, was outside and no-
ticed a glowing light flickering in a
second-floor window. He said, "1
wasn't sure it was afire," but asked
approaching residents to investi-
gate it with him.
News Guidelines:
Due to administrative regu-
lations, Voke news reporters
aTe required to obtain the
assistanee of Julie QuiIIn,4I-
TettOT of eoIlege relations,
'When pclSing questions to
staff members. CODe-
qnentll, mueb of the infor-
mation reeeived is ,....
(luinBor .high-level
trators rather tha1t
SIlUl'ees.
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~Assembly Finalizes Top
~1Twelve Student Goals
.§ ---------
~ bySanb Hutley
\) News EdItor
~---------
8 Studeolleaders voted 26-1-1 in favor of a
~ twelve-item student priority list of Strategic
Plan goals at Thursday night's Student Gov-
emment Association meeting.
The twelve goals will be submitted to the
Priorities, Planning and Budget Committee
for consideration in the final prioritization
process. The faculty, staff and students have
been asked to compile a list of high priority
concerns to assist PPBC in the decision-
making process.
The student goals include continuing the
policy of need-blind admission, increasing
the diversity of the student body, enhancing
science and math departments as well as Ira-
ditionally underrepresenteed areas, strength-
ening the creative, social, cultural and intel-
lectual activities among the students and en-
hancing compensation for housefellows.
At last week's SGA meeting, Carla Mun-
roe, '90, president of SGA, asked Assembly
members to submit a personal top ten list of
goals. Thirteen goals received the support of
ten or more SGA leaders.
Two of these thirteen goals were struck
before coming to the floor for a vole this
Thursday: to increase safely in the dormito-
ries and to investigate fmancial aid for stu-
dentsstudying abroad, Munroeexplained the
rationale behind these decisions.
Munroe said that she considered it unnec-
essary to include the goal of earnpus safety on
the top ten list beeause of current strides
being made in that direction. "We've gotten
assurances from the administration." she
said.
In terms of financial aid for students study-
ing abroad, Munroe said, "It is not feasible for
the college 10go in thai area right now." She
added thai not all peer institutions have such
a policy.
Although PPBC did not mandate a fixed
number of prioritized goals, many Assembly
members considered it importanl to aim for a
number of goals close to ten.
One additional goal was added on the floor,
as a result of an amendment initiated by N.
Jansen Calamita, '90, house senator of Ab-
bey. In a close vole of 15-12-2, the Assembly
agreed to include the goal of discussing the .
establishment ofa plan for general education.
Calamita believed that this was an impor-
tant inclusion because "at the moment [the
general education policy] isafill-in-the-spots
type game." He stressed the importance of
implementing a program which cohesively
expresses the requirements and reasons be-
hind them.
Huao Hwang, '91, chair of academic af-
fairs, supported the importance of investigat-
ing the general education policy, but he did
not believe thai including it as a priority on the
goals list was a wise move.
Hwang explained thai the Educational
Planning Committee is currently studying the
situation in a thorough manner. Hwang is
concerned thai a general education priority
could result in a hurried proposal for passage,
rather than a completely thought-out and ra-
tional plan.
Debate also centered on an amendment
made by John Maggiore, '91, house senator
ofLazrus, to remove the goal to increase sup-
port for faculty research and course develop-
ment from the students' top len list
Said Maggiore, "I support the goal; I just
/
ebate top twelve stu ent concerns
house senator of Marshall, proposed an
amendment 10 include the goal of increasing
handicapped-accessibilty on campus. Al-
though a 1992 law mandates thai colleges
make "every reasonable effort" to make
campuses accessible to all, Yankwiu consid-
ered it important to stale the concern on the
goals list
The amendment failed 2-27.
The Assembly decided nOI to rank the
twelve goals in order of importance, but they
will be bracketed to indicate subject. The list
will also include the twooverarching goals of
increased endowment and and increased ex-
pendab~e income, which are necessary to im-
plement the others. The roughly estimated
cost of the Plan is $39 million.
don't support it on the student top ten list"
Maggiore explained that the faculty have
included the goal as a priority and listing it as
a student goal could be construed negatively
by some members of the faculty.
This was before Calamita's general educa-
tion amendment was approved.
Munroe disagreed with Maggiore. "We
can have dual priorities," she said and added,
"I think we would look very foolish [if the
goal was not included]."
Hwang supported Munroe and empha-
sized his belief thai the student top len list
should reflect the welfare of the whole
school. "We, as responsible members of the
college, should not look at this [exclusively]
as a smdent top ten list," he said.
The a-mend-
ment failed 6-
22.
Russell
Yankwill, '92,
At this week's Assembly meeting, election by-law changes, Strategic Plan goal prioritiza-
tion, club night award committee elections and changes to the Ad-Hoc Comminee 011 Sw.denl
Governance were addressed.
The election by-law changes, proposed by Russ Yankwill, '92, house senator of Marshall,
allows candidates wilh "a temporary or permanent visible or invisible handicap (approved by
PR direclOr) that PUIS him or ber at a comparative disadvantage" to have someone circulate
pamphlets and in certain eases be exempt from the necessary one hundred and fifty signatures.
Theamendments were passed 24-2-2 for the pamphlets and 27..(\..2 for the petition suspension.
It was also approved that platforms for the positions of senator, governor and SAC
eoordinatorwill not be due until "a minimum of one day after dorm IiSlS are posted."
The Assembly discussed the list of student priorities concerning the Strategic Plan. After
discussion over adding or deleting from the list, the committee settled for adding General
Education 10 the list of priorities. The vote to approve the top twelve goals was 26-1-1.
Clubnigblawardoommitteee1eclions were held in the Assembly. TheCommiuee willconsisl
of four Assembly members and two students at large. Munroe, Tad Preston. '91, chair of J-
Boan\, Katrina Sanders, '92,house senator of Plant, and John Maggiore, '91, house senator of
Lazrus, wereelectedas Assembly members, Jeffrey Berman, '93, freshman J-Boardrepresen-
tative 8IId Tom Neff, '91, chair-e\ect of J-Board, were elected as swdents at large.
RobertSbea, '9I,juniorclasspresidentandKevinDodge, '92,assistanttotheSGApmsident,
facililaleddiscussionofproposed Ad-HocCOlnmiueeOll studenlGovemancechangea.Among
the changes was a the combination oftheC3mpus Health Services Comntiuee 8IId Counseling
Services Committee. The rationale, according to the report, was that "a IIICIget of the
commilleeS will address health issues more effectively."
11was also suggested that the budget approval process by altered slightly. InIalIIS of dorm
voting, a new process was proposed. "A simple majority or plura1ity plus IOpen:entofall the
VOleS cast is necessary for the budgellO pass."
The Study Away Advisory Commiuee will consiSloflwosbJdenlS who have studied away.
lIS goal will be to "seek ways to improve the application process, accreditation requirements,
financial aid, communication and the problems concerningsbJdents retuminglOcampus." The
AmbassDdor newsletter will be part of the commiuee's responsibilily.
Discussion was held on these changes and voting will take place nexl Thursday. Coocems
were raisedaboul the majority plus 10% for the budget approval, the funding for the newsletter
and the increasing bttreauaacy in student government
N. Jansen Ca1amila, '90, house senator of Abbey, voiced criticism of the publicity depart-
mentCoocems were raised about "gross negligenceonpartoflhePublic Relationsdepartmenl"
ofSGA. Ca1amita pointed to examples of the executive board e1ecIions, the young alumni and
graduation speaker e1ecIions, confwtion during the election process, and "a Jack of effort,
energy. and commilt11elll. "
Senator Publically
Denounces PR
Director's Performance
by Wyan Lowe
The College Voice
In an unusual move, a well-re-
spected house senator publically
criticized an executive board
member for "gross negligence" in
fulfillment of responsibilities at
Thursday's SGA meeting.
N. Jansen Calamita, '90, house
senator of Abbey, initiated a dis-
cussion with harsh criticism of
Nicole Breck, '90, public relations
director, who was not present at the
meeting.
Calamita began by stating his
intention 10 "address in the open
assembly a legitimale crticisim."
Speaking in lerms of the young
alumni trustee and graduation
speaker elections, Calamita said,
"Publicity was nil. In my dorm
there wasn't one poster,"
He also voiced dissatisfaction
ahout the turnoul at speech nighl
for graduate speaker candidates.
"Less than one dozen seniors were
at this meeting," he said.
Class election announcements
were to be at 9:00 p.m. at Cro, in-
stead as Calamita stated,they were
announced aI8:00 p.m.
While Calamita characterized
his own atlendance as "sketchy,"
he noted that senators receive rep-
rimands. "[The] PR director is
lucky because there are no such
stipulations," Calamita said.
He added, "[It is] with a heavy
heart that I do this." Calamita spoke
about working closely with Breck
in the past on the Judiciary Board.
Carla Munroe, '90, president of
SGA, said, "Newsletters have been
excellent," and characterized
Breck's first semester performance
as good. Munroe said that the dis-
cussion was imortant, because "We
wanted the rest of the student body
to be aware that SGA is aware of
problems."
In terms of the question of
whether open criticism of an execu-
tive board member was appropri-
ate, some Assembly members
stressed the need for constructive
criticism.
In an earlier interview, Breck
said, she believed publicity was
sufficient. "There was an all-cam-
pus stuffing the week before the
elections as well as posters around
campus," she said.
Breck concluded, ''I'm· disap-
pointed that more people were not
interested in running for positions
on the executive hoard, bUI I don't
know of anything else that I could
have done 10 publicize."
NEWS
College Experiences 'Flip Side of 3:2'
Thirteen Faculty Members to be Offered Contracts Pending Trustee AmJrpval
by Chris Simo
The College Yoke
Thirteen new faculty members
have been appointed and have ac-
cepted positions at the college for
next year. They will be offered
contracts pending approval by the
Board of Trustees at Friday's meet-
ing.
According to Dorothy James,
provost and dean of faculty,
"teaching mattered as a central
concern [in the decision-making
process]." She said that each new
appointee has "strong teaching ex-
perience. "
The new positions are part of the
3:2 plan, which allows faculty
members greater opportunity for
research in their fields. The new
positions were created to fill the
gap created by 3:2.
James anticipated that "enroll-
ment pressures will not be a prob-
lem in the future."
Claire Gaudiani, '66, president
of thecollege, said, "This is the first
timewe've hired this many [faculty
members] at one time." She char-
acterized it as "the flip side of3:2."
Anne Thompson Sweester has
been appointed assistant professor
of anthropology pending comple-
tion of her Ph.D., which she is cur-
rently pursuing at Harvard Univer-
sity. Sweester is presently a visit-
ing assistant professor at Davidson
College. She has also taught at
Harvard. SweesterearnedherB.A.
atthe University of Massachusetts,
Amherst and her MA. at the Uni-
versity of Hawaii.
Peter Allan Siver has been ap-
pointed associate professor of bot-
any. Siver received a Ph.D. from
the University of Connecticut in
1980, M.A. from University of
New Hampshire and B.A. from
SUNY at Binghampton. He has
taught at many institutions includ-
ing Queen's University in Ontario,
Academia Sinica in the People's
Republic of China, Wilkes College
and at the Universities of New
Hampshire and Connecticut. Siver
is presently associate professor at
Western Connecticut State Col-
lege.
Mark Zimmer has been ap-
pointed assistant professor of
chemistry. Zimmer completed his
B.S. and M.S. at University of
Witwatersrand, Johannesburg,
South Africa. He completed his
Ph.D. in 1988 at Worcester Poly-
technic Institute. Zimmer is pres-
ently postdoctoral fellow at Yale.
He has made presentations in both
an international and national con-
ferences as well as two regional
conferences.
Stanton Sakae Hong Yat Ching
will also be an assistant professor of
chemistry. Ching earned his Ph.D.
in 1988 from Northwestern Univer-
sity and his B.A. from Pomona
College in 1984. Ching has re-
ceived outstanding teaching evalu-
ations from both Pomona College
and Northwestern University. He
is presently a Postdoctoral Associ-
J
ateattheUniversityofNorthCaro- Department of Education and the Brazil. Lesser has received fel- ~
!ina at Chapel Hill. National Endowment for the Hu- lowships from Memorial Founda- ce-~
Beverly Hong-Fincher has been manities. James is presently an tion for Jewish Culture and
appointedprofessorandchairofthe associate professor at California Lowenstien-WeinerFeUowshipin i
chinese department. She received State University. American JewishHislory.
her Ph.D. from Indiana University Charles Ossian Hartman, cur- DennisCharlesWashburn,pres-;P
in 1966, her M.A. from the Univer- rently a visiting associate profes- ently a visiting lecturer at Con- ~
sity of Michigan and her B.A. from sorof English at the college, will be necticut College will he appointed <0
National Tawain University in promoted to an associate professor assistant professor pending award
1956. She has taught at numerous of English. Hehastaughtheresince of his Ph.D. He is completing his
institutions including Dartmouth 1984. Hartman earned his Ph.D. in doctorate at Yale, University.
College, Chinese University of 1976 from Washington University Washburn earned his M.A. from
Hong Kong, George Washington andhisB.A.fromHarvardUniver- Pembroke College, Oxford Uni-
University, and Australian Na- sity in 1971. His accomplishments versity and his B.A. from Harvard
tional University. Shewasalsodi- include numerous awards and University.
rector of Asian languages at the prizes, two books, a publication of Lawrence Alan Vogel will join
School of Advanced International poems, a review and over 75 indi- the philosophy department as an
Studies at John Hopkins Univer- vidual poems. assistant professor. Vogel is pres-
sity. Marc Forster will join the depart- ently a visiting professor at Conn.
Maria A. Cruz-Saco will join the ment of history as an assistant pro- He earned his B.A. from Vassar
economics department as an assis- fessor. His education includes a College and his Ph.D. from Yale
tantprofessor. Cruz-Sacoearneda Ph.D. and a M.A. from Harvard University in 1989. Vogel has
Ph.D. and anM.A. fromtheUniver- University and a B.A. from taught at Yale and Vassar, receiv-
sity of Pittsburgh. She received a Swarthmore College. He received ing outstanding teaching evalu-
B.A. from the Universidad del a Fulbright-Hays Grant for Re- ations. HehasalsoreceivedaDan-
Pacifico, Peru where she is a pro- search in Germany. He is tluent in forth Fellowship.
fessor and research associate on German.French, Latin and English Eva Eckert has been appointed
leave. She is currently a visiting and is presently a lecturer at Har- assistant professor of Russian
assistant professor at Mount Hol- vard University. studies. She earned her Ph.D.
yoke College. Jeffrey H.Lesser will he an assis- from UC at Berkeley, her M.A.
Michael E. James has been of- tant professor of government. from University of Michigan and
fered the position of associate pro- Lesser earned his Ph.D. from New her B.A. from Charles University,
fessor of education. James was York University and his M.A. and Prague.Czechoslovakia. Eckenis
educated at California State Uni- B.A. from Brown University. He is presently an assistant professor at
versity atLos Angelos earning both presently an assistant professor at Trinity University, Texas. Shehas
his B.A. and M.A. there. He com- Occidental College. He has also also taught at the UniversityofNe-
pleted his Ph.D. at Claremont taught at Universidad de Sao Paulo, braska.
Graduate School in 1987. His "~ ~~~~~~~~~iiii;;;;;;~~~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~
experience includes employment
as an elementary school teacher
from 1972-78 and work with the
Roxane M", L, Althouse, adjunct instruetor in voice, appeared as mezzo-soprano soloist in
the Vedi Requiem with the Eastern ConneclicutSymphony April 7 . She was themezzo-soprano
soloist in the Mozart Requiem with the Norwich Diocesan Choir, April 8,
Otello Desiderate, professor of psychology ,and Kelli Komro, masterof arts, '89, presented
apaper on"Stress, Repressive Coping Style and Immune Response" atmeetingsof The Society
of Behavioral Medicine in Chicago in April. Thepaperdescribed theresults ofKomro 's masters
thesis.
.
David Hagan, adjunct instruetor in music, presented a solo piano recital on WGBH FM's
"ChamMl:works':$eries in Boston recently.
')'om Makofske, director of computing and informalion services, presented a paper on
telecommunications and wide area networks. tilled "Transforming a TeIepItone System to a
MOdem TeleCof!lmunications System," at a NERl:omP conference at Bryant College.
. .Steve Schmidt chaplain of the college and associate professor, rook 19 studems to work at
Red Bird Missi~ in Beverly, KY over spring break. He also attended the 20th Anniversary
conference on the Holocaust and the Churches and participated in the HIV/AIDS Prevention
conferenee on the Role of Campus Ministry spoosored by the American College Health
ASsociiltion and the Centers for Disease ConlJOI.
"avid Smalley, professor of an, will have a solo show of recent ~pwre at Kraushaar
Galleries in New York from May 5 to June 2. This ishis third show there ...nee 1984. S~ley
has also been elected to membership in The SCboIar's Guild In.e .. a naIionaI3SSOCIanon of
'profC$Sion3I sculptors based in New York City,
ompsqnprofessor of history, delivered a paper titIed "The Crusade Against the
l'l"eliminarles to the Enslavement of the African into the Americas" at the World
~<:eoll~lavery and Society in History, organi~ by ~ Bello University and
usein'f\iigeria,inMarch, Heservedonthe~~,,:hie~~theconfen:nce
. so las! f!lonth he pr¢$en1eCl a paper ~ A ~lStoI1calVlC~.of ~~frican
ard Uniyersity conference. TheAfrican DiaspOr8: Coalition Bwlding for
IlHlE CAMlEl
lHIEA~[[))e , ,
"Lectures of this sort are intrinsically an authoritarian exercise.
[Question and answer sessions] giveafraudulent appearance of
democracy. What was the question? I forgot."
- John Kenneth Galbraith, famed economist, after last week's
speech in reference to a relatively short questioning period
"I assume you caught the Conn-Trinity game last night."
- Steven Culbertson, vice president of development, over-
heard speaking to Bobby Orr, sports celebrity
"Great, then over the weekend we'll have more naked people
running around here."
- Overheard after the SGA meeting whereCarla Munroe, '90,
president of SGA, suggested suspending the HonorCode for one
year
e 0 e onut
OPEN 24 HOURS
EVERY DAY/EVERY NIGHT
'DONUTS 'COFFEE
'MUFFINS 'TEA/HERBAL TEA
'CHEESE ROLLS 'SODA
'CINNAMON BUNS 'SOUPS
'CROISSANT the 'SANDWICHES
'COOKIES HWHa.E 'HOT DOGS
'PASTRIES' 'TURNOVERS
"SPECIALS 'SAUSAGES
(2031443-2320
The Whole Donut of .... LoncIon
- '-'*- -..s.Conto<2S6So. F_ Rct
New London. CT 08320
Located Within Walking DIstance from
Conn
bidden access until the memorandum had
been sent to the sophomore class executive
board.
In a letter addressed 10 Angell, Carla
Munroe, '90,presidentofSGA, stated, "I, as
well as many students, was disturbed that
administrators of the college not only lacked
communication in regard to the use of
Thames Hall as a site for preparation of the
Senior Breakfast, but also went against ear-
lier statements that it was all right to use the
building."
Moran said, "They have not come up with
a reasonable alternative. We feel that we
deserve more than what has been given to us
since we are not at fault. Because of the
problems which have arisen in the past few
days, we have not been able to work. With
the enormity of our pending projects, there is
the threat that Senior Breakfast will not be
completed."
The Senior Breakfast preparations have
been moved to part of the CroCav, where a
temporary partition has been erected.
i NEWS
Honor Code Discussion Addresses
Reluctance to Report Cheating
regard for the Honor Code. "The bate, with input from a majority of
Honor Code does not take into students and faculty on campus to
account human nature," said Tol- make the changes in the Honor
The Judiciary Board hosted an liver, "and the animosity that Code that would be accepted by
alI-campus discussion on Wednes- would be created on a campus of students.
day to facilitate debate and answer 1600 people." Preston replied, in reference to
questions about the Honor Code. Carla Munroe, '90, president of Berman's suggestion, that "more
At the forum, the Board pre- SGA, suggested that privileges of education, more forums, is neces-
sented the results of the recent theHonorCodesuchas sclf-sched- sary before one says that the present
Honor Code survey. It is stated in uled, unproctored exams, be reo Honor Code is too idealistic."
the survey that the Board hopes the voked for a year to make students Anker stated that the HonorCode
results will promote discussion and aware and appreciative of the is an issue of responsibility on the
awareness of the Honor Code ron"-----'H=on"'o"r-'C"od=e.'--- .:s::tu:.::;dents'part."lftheresponsibility
campus. is put in the proctor's hands
The main concern was that 'Over thepastfew years, there then what responsibility is
there is a problem with sui- have been [only1 two cases left for the students?" asked
dents turning in each other for Anker.
cheating. This overriding each year where a student In suggesting a possible
concern of the Board was con- turned in another studentfor solution to the evident dis-
firmed by the survey results. cheating.' regard for the Honor Code
"It is the student's duty to 1 exhibited by the students,
turn ina student for cheating," - Tod Preston, '9, Lisa Bryan, '91, junior J-
said Preston, "Over the past J-Board chair Board representative, said,
few years, there have been "When someone cheats, it's
[only] two cases each year where Rob Anker, '90, senior f-Board an attack on you because it is then
a student turned in another student representative, opposed Munroe's more likely that the Honor Code
for cheating." proposal, saying, "It's infringing willbetakenaway,"shesaid. "The
Because it seems apparent that upon the rights of the students HonorCodeisa personal thing that
students are unwilling to report under the Honor Code to have everyone has to protect."
those who are cheating, several proctors and professors checking at All members of f-Board were
present at the forum offered pos- the door of exam rooms." present except Bryce Breen, '92,
sible solutions. Jeffrey Berman, '93, freshman J. sophomore f-Board representa-
Joseph Tolliver, dean of student Board representative, encouraged tive,
life, expressed the opinion that the need for change in the present Continual debate, reassessment
there are many more factors influ- system. "There is too much oppor- and discussion sessions are in-
encing students tunitytocheatwhich isdetrimental eluded in theStrategicPlan.
not to tum in other to the lifestyle here," he said.
students than dis- Berman suggested healthy de-
by ClIIhy Ramsey
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Relocation Causes Criticism and Chaos
Evening Summer Courses
1990
Confronting Homeless-
ness in America
(American Studie5)
Spiritual Movements in
Contemporary America.
Introduction to the His-
tory of Art in tbe West D
Impressionism and
Frencb Painting
American Arcbitecture
Human Biology
Mytb and Reality: Men,
Women, and Society
in Ancient Greece and
Rome
Economic Principles
Corporation Finance
Writing I
Critical Reading
The Jazz Age: American
Literary Voices of tbe
19205
Tbe Nature or Narrative
19
TRINITY
COLLEGE
James Joyce
The P_oderut Anti-
Aesthetic md tbe
PostmocIernist Aesthetic
Brin.b Cultural Studies
Victorian Cities: A
Social H"tory or 19tb
Century Britain
Women in European
Society: 1789-Present
The U.s., tbe Prosperous
Years, 1900-1929
Elements of Statistics
CalculusD
Latin Americm Litera-
ture in Traoslation:
Magic Realisms
Readings in Frencb
Literature
Elementary Modern
Hebrew I
Literature, Ideology, and
"Perestroyka": Where
are tbe Soviets Going?
Jazz Improvisation
L"tening to Music Jazz:
1900 to the Present : ~
'ii
American Music: An '"
Historical Survey ~
Logic 1
Administration and ,g
Public Policy ~
Tbe History aud Politics .l!
ofSoutb Africa t,)k~~~
Warning sign posted on Cro Cave partition
Tbe Psycbology or
Gender DilI'erence
Individual and Group I
Rigbts in Law and Polic~
All classes meet in tbe
evening.
Some classes meet as
early as May 24.
For additional inrormation, contact
the Office or Special Academic Programs
297-2150, Hartrord, CT 06106
I
oNoT~
f "JT~R
I5£Nloll
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PON'T ROIN
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Cofllinuedfromp. J
vacated immediately. "At this point, Tol-
liver was just as confused as we were." said
Siciliano. Neither Angell nor Eaton made
any attempt whatsoever to explain the situ-
ation. An order was then issued to campus
security offIcers, telling them to stop anyone
from entering Thames Hall.
With the help of Tolliver, Siciliano found
alternate construction space in the squash
courts behind Cro. By the time everything
had been cleared and all materials moved,
four days of valuable work time had been
IOSL
"This building cannot accommodate the
size of our projects, nor the amount of mate·
rials now collected. There is a lack of venti·
lation, which is dangerous to our health due
10 the fumes of the paints which we must
use," said Jim Moran, '92, sophomore class
president.
In a phone interview, Angell said that he
was not aware that the nre marshal bad for-
ATIENTION: POSTAL
JOBS! Start $11.41/ hour!
For application info call
(1) 602-838-8885,
Ext. M-5454,
6am-10nm 7davs
BORROW$100-$100,0001
Instant reply I
Rushed stamped addressed
envelope: FinanCial-I,
Drawer 1883, Alabaster,
Alabama 35007
WiiIi'PLE
'nI'ING "tiCS
iDMJIIic
5'72-91.59
ARTS&ENTERTMNMENT
AYear in the Life of Broadway
Michael S. Borowski
The College Voice
As the 1989-90 Broadway musi-
cal season draws closer to an end, a
look back at this year's offerings
leaves one with higher hopes for the
future of the Broadway musical.
With a large number of new musi-
cals opening, there was a theatre
booking jam for the first time since
1980. George Watchel of the
League of American Theaters and
Producers noted, ''This is the first
time I've met people on the elevator
who said, 'I've got a show but I
don't have a theatre. '"
It would seem that almost any-
thing would be welcome after last
year's depressing lack of musicals.
The "seven-musical season" fea-
tured only two hits (Black and Blue
and Jerome Robbin's Broadway),
three quickly forgotten flops (Chu
Chern,Starmites, and Welcome To
TheClub), and two major financial
disasters Carrie, and Legs Dia-
mond) that lost approximately $8
million apiece.
A lack of successful musicals in
an unsteady industry logically set
the stage for a number of revivals. ~
Producers gambled that shows that ~ _
had suceeded before would have ~ !j~
better chances of seeing financial'" :1.'~-
returns than new musicals would . .s
The season opened with a scaled- ~
down version of Stephen Sond-
heim's Sweeney Todd. Although
not a commercial success, it gar-
nered rave reviews. There were re-
tumengagementsofObaOba, The
Sound of Music, and, unfortu-
nately, Shenandoah.
Meanwhile two stars from other
entertainment mediums used revi v-
als for their Broadway debuts.
"Cagney and Lacey" star Tyne
Daly pulled off a strong perform-
ance as Mama Rose in Gypsy,
despite her weak and grating sing-
ing voice. Rock musician Sting did
not have the same luck, as people
weren't willing to pay three cents
for his dragging, unstable, and
downright insulting 3 Penny Op-
era.
It seemed that critics were almost
willing to throw in the towel and
believe that successful original
American musicals were a thing of
the past. Even A Chorus Line,
which supposedly defines Broad-
way (but fails by a long shot),
closed after a shameless IS-year
Just when all seemed lost, in
November director Tommy Tune
opened his revolutionary Grand
Hotel. The finest musical of the
season, Grand Hotel is a visual
masterpiece. Tune has expertly
employed endless flowing motion
as he takes you through the lives of
those brought together through
time and circumstance at the titled
hotel in 1928 Berlin. A lively and
intelligent score, superb period de-
sign, and sensational performances
by an exceptional original cast have
cemented Grand Hotel as simply
~
Broadway or off. In its charming g.
simplicity,theMaltbyandShirere- :<
vue Closer Than Ever reminds ~
peopleof what theatrecan and used '::
LO be. :..
On the road, Annie 2 closed dur- ~
ing its pre-Broadway tryout in
Washington D.C.after extensive :J'
rewrites and a barrage of harsh no- ~
uces, A new version of Chess, :::
visually and musically the best tour
of the season, closed on the road
unable to shake off its ill-fated
Broadway past. Beuy Buckley
turned in yet another potent per-
formance of her career, this time in
the resurrected Stardust.
It remains to be seen what will
become of Queen Esther Marrow's
recently opened Truly Blessed, a
musical celebration of the life of
Mahalia Jackson. Meanwhile, A
Change In The Heir a medieval
fantasy about mistaken sexual
identity, is slated as the season's
final musical to open before the
May 2 cut-off date for Tony Award
eligibility.
One of the best things about this
season is that it looks as if the trend
of a large number of opening pro-
ductions will continue into the next
season. We can look forward to
Stardust, Nick and Nora, Fame:
The Musical, Jekyll and Hyde,
MissSaigon,BloodBrothers, Sho-
gun, as well as revivals of Fiddler
on the Roof and Topper, to name a
few. The 90's have thus far teased
audiences by appearing promising,
but it looks like the Broadway
musical has reemerged as a suc-
cessful and possibly dominant
genre.
Randy Graff, James Naughton, and
Gregg Edelmann. City also proved
that intelligent moving sets can
enhance a musical without taking
away from the show itself.
It seems that no season is safe
from some form of the British inva-
sion, and this season proved to be
no exception. Rather than being an
overindulgent spectacle, however,
the latest import Aspects Ofl.ove is
an intimate human piece with com-
poser Andrew Lloyd Webber's
most sophisticated work since
Evita. Michael Ball steals the show
as Alex
with his
incompa-
r a b I Y
beautiful
tenor and
boyish
charm.
Success
wasn't in
the cards
for every-
one, how-
ever. Au-
diences
suffered
through
the terri-
bly re-
ceived
Russiam
"rock mu-
sic a I
Junon
and Avos and Graciella Daniele's
controversial dance flop Danger-
ous Games. Daniele's provocative
tango-flavored effort wasn't quite
able to move sadomasochism into
the mainstream. These ,----------------
flops were completely
outshined by a brave off-
Broadway musical that
boasted one of the fmest
scores of the season,
run. The opening of Meet Me In St.
Louis, a lame version of the Judy
Garland film that continues to limp
on to an inevitable closing, offered
little hope. Meanwhile, the legiti-
mately fun Prince of Central Park,
featuring a fine starring perform-
ance by comedienne Joanne Wor-
ley, lasted one weekend. It closed
after critical condemnation from
the New York press.
the best.
Other exciting openings included
City of Angels. A clever spoof of
1940's detective movies, it
uniquely alternates between the
colourful world of a novelist and
the melodramatic black and white
world of his ftrst film. The show
features ajazzy Cy Coleman score,
hi1arious Larry Gelbart script, and
crackerjack performances by
orr ,..1RicaRD:
Tad is a Large Band With a Large Man
Roger Gural
The College Voice
like, when it comes to heavy-punk-grunge
noise,. Sub Pop is large, and the Seaule
record label has had some monsters.
Mudhoney, Soundgarden, and Green River
are just a few, but by far the largest of them all
is Tad. Tad is a four man band consisting of
Steve Wied (drams), Kurt Danielson (bass,
vocals), Gary Thorstenson (guitar), and Tad
Doyle (vocals, guitar). Tad Doyle is a large
man, like 300 pounds large, a maniac-
lumberjack Mojo Nixon with guitar.
The band has just released its second
album Salt Lick, produced by ex-Big Black!
Rapeman frornman Steve Albini (his pres-
ence is marked by the background guitar
noise and Big Black-like bass) and sounds
something like a cross between the Melvins
and Sonic Youth. Their first LP, 1989's
excellent God's Balls, was full of slow
dirges, but SaltLick is more uptempoand hits
you like some kind of supersonic kong-fu,
The record opens with "Axe To Grind,"
on which Doyle screams, "She's got a cross
to build/shes got an axe to grind/shes got a
rolling eye/she'S got an axe to grind," while
Thortenson creates strange high pitched gui-
tar manipulations in the background. The
coolest moment on the album comes during
So much so-called "heavy metal" these
days really sucks. All these head-banging
poseurs, thinking they come off, mean-
while their music is neither heavy nor loud
and it certainly has nothing to do with
metal. My friend Andrew's brother is this
total metal head, so one day me and An-
drew go to see Pussy GaloreatCBGB's and
his brother and some friends come along
with us just out of curiousity, well, needless
to say, these metalheads start crying, "it's
too loud," three songs into the Pussy's set,
and have to leave the concert to go smoke
some dope. Granted there a some good
"heavy metal" bands out, like Metallica or
Voivod, but for every one of them there are
a thousand Saurus' , ("if its too loud, good,"
I wonder if their amps go to II ?), Poisons
and Whitesnakes; wimpy self- parodies,
heavily influenced by Led Zeppelin and
Spinal Tap.
However there are a few new young
heavy bands making loud noise of late,
many of them coming out of the Pacific
northwest by way of Sub Pop records, It's
the bridge of the second song "High On The
Hog","when Doyle says, "Disco inferno
mother •••• ers, got the high cal, low cal,
gimme that harmonica solo," The song
"Glue Machine" begins like a fuzzy version
of Galaxie 500's "Decomposing Trees,"
before long Doyle says, "Talking sh't all
day, talking sh't all night" and then Tad
breaks all loose. These guys are heavy,
straight out of the woods and right thru your
head heavy. The album ends on a poignant
note with "Loser," a song about a friend of
Doyle's, who after signing a record deal
with a major label, goes out and overdoses
on junk.
The Salt Lick compact disc also con-
tains seven songs off of the God's Balls LP
so this will give you a good overview of the
Tad sound, buuo really experience Tad you
must see the band perform 'cause they're
live'r than 970-PEEE; it is a truly religious
event, like I said to my friend Andrew, after I,:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~~~~~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~
Tad's show at the Pyramid Club in New CORRECTION:
York City, "Somewhere in the pyramid/ I In "Godspell Casts its Magic" (4f2419O), the
saw God in the mountain Tad/What a large class years of Andre Bessette:90, and Michael
man/What a large band." Lemer,'89, were incorrect. Also, the Conn Col-
lege TheaterGroup was not affiliated with the pro·
duction
A & ETRIVIA
sponsored by Domino's
This week's trivia questions:
1. Who won the Best Direction Oscar this
year?
2. In the film Melvin and Howard, who is
'Howard' supposed to be?
3. Anthony Quinn plays what anist in Lust
or Life?
4. Before what war does Fellini'sAnd the
Ship Sails On take place?
5. Madeleine Carroll starned in what Bob
Hope film?
Answers to last week's trivia questions:
I.Paper Moon
2. Random Harvest
3. Dustin Hoffman
4. Edwanl G, Robinson
5,Anna Christie
Send all Answers to
Box 3596. The first
correct entry will win
a free pizza from
DOMINO's PIZZA.
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Comedy of Errors Makes Few Mistakes
Drew Snyder
1be College Voice
characters, can cause.
Have you ever tried to memorize
Shakespeare? Try to act it. Every-
one in the cast deserves applause
for exceptional jobs. Unfortu-
nately, there were only two types
of characters: Shakespearian ac-
tors with British tones to their
voices, and twentieth-century-
style actors. This inconsistency
was also seen in the sets and the
costumes. The set was pleasant,
but there was a rough meshing
between the surreal and real. And
why the balloons? The costumes
were gorgeous, but Rugby shins
and tunics do not mix!
Stefanie Zadravec, '90, cleanly
Last week The Connecticut Col-
lege Department of Theater and
Theater One unveiled theirproduc-
tion of William Shakespeare's The
Comedy of Errors. If you did nOI
see it, it was your loss. Once I got
over the sixteenth-century jargon. a
fun and well executed comedy was
revealed. The play depicts the
problems created when two sets of
twins are separated and pair with
one of the other twins. Does this
sound confusing? Imagine the
problems mistaken identity be-
tween twins, not to mention other
7
,
and dynamicly portrayed An-
tipholus of Syracuse. Laura Lein-
inger, '92, as Angelo, and Chris
Coburn, '92, created wonderful
characters able to induce laughter
without even speaking. Seeming
to draw on two previous perform-
ances of characters, Peter
Simpson, '91, disappointed me
with his Greater Tuna flashbacks.
This was the last major theater
production of the year, and we are
sorry to see the seniors leave us:
Tom Lenoci, Daniele O'Loughlin,
Jodi Simon, Peter Simpson, Doug
Stuart, and Stephanie Zadravec.
SUMMER
COLLEGE
CREDIT
PROGRAMS
If you are a college
undergraduate or a qualified
adult, send for your free
information and application
to:
YALE UNIVERSllY
YAtE Sl iMMER AND SPECL-\L PROGRAMS
';3Wall Street-Dept. ep!
P.O. BOX 214';
NEW HAVEN, C'T 06:;20
(203) 432-2430
Monday 4130/90
Palmer202: The Theater One group in conjunction with the Directing
Class are presenting a plethora of one act plays: Minnesota Moon
directed by Christopher O'Hara, '90, Overtones directed by Abby
Schoelkoph, '91, and Rex directed by Gina Breuer, '91.
Unity House (multi-purpose room): The Spanish Reading Contest,
sponsored by the Hispanic studies department takes place al4:oo p.m,
Prizes will be awarded and refreshments will be served.
Tuesday 511190
Palmer 202: The directing class continues its plays with Postcards
directed by Karen Church, '90, A Lonely Impulse of Delight/Welcome
to the Moon directed by Christin Shanahan, '90 and Terminal Bar
directed by Suzanne Delle, '91. This veritable theater fiesta begins at
8:00 p.m, on all four consecutive nights.
Dana Hall: Robert Creeley, poet and Steve Lacy, jazz musician, will be
performing together at 8:00 p.m.
Wednesday 512190
Palmer 202: see Monday, same time, same place, same bat hour for all
you rats and extra cool cats.
Coffee Ground Cafe: 'Stories from Plaza Suite' directed by Nick
Cook, '92 and sponsored by Theater One at 8:00 p.m., $2.00 admission.
Thursday 513190
Palmer 202: see Tuesday.
Blaustein 210: The Hispanic Film Festival presents Tango Bar, (Ar-
gentina, 1988) a seering love story with Kiss of the Spider Woman
starring Raul Julia at 4:30 p.m.
Cummings 308: Jeffrey Anderson will be speaking on the brilliant
contemporary painter Childe Hessam at 4:30 p.m.
Oliva Hall: Film Society Presents Seven Samurai at 8:00 p.m,
Friday 51419
Oliva Hall: Film Society presents One Flew Over of the Cuckoo's Nest
at 7:00. 9:30 and Midnight.
Cummings Art Center: Opening reception for Senior Art Majors exhi-
bition.
Saturday 515190
Greens Everywhere: Floraliaaaaaaaaa.
Sunday 516190
Oliva Hall: Film Society presents The Right Sru/! at2 and 8 p.m.r--------------------,
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doubleheader beginning wilh Smith Col-
lege's junior varsity, beating them 12-10 in
the morning, then losing 10-7 10 Amherst's
club team in the afternoon. .~
The following Saturday (April 28) saw ~
Amherst beating Conn 11-7 despite a five run ]
rallywithdoublesbyTrish Driscoll, '90,and ";;
Felicia Guglielmi, '92. .~
"We'vecomea10ngwayandaredefmitely -l!
feeling as if we can contend on the varsity ~
level," said Driscoll, one of the team's three ~
captains. ~
The team will wind up its season in Gro- d~~~illeImi~r.r.wnm","rrrn;;;ti;;o;;litrh.~==--------=--......J
ton's Washington Park on May 1. t',
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Women's Softball Presents
Formidable Challenge~~
fe:;------------
by Charlotte Ouverius
TheColI...,Vok<
.~------------
~ What was once a casual softball club has
~ become a consistent and competitive semi-
-!i ."0 varsity team.
U This development is owed, in part, 10 the
~ acquisition of Francis Sweeney as the team's
coach, He has successfully pulled together
the team and tightened the defense.
He and the team, however, have been
unable 10shake the chronic "one bad inning"
which plagues this year's scorebook.
Theclub shined on Saturda ,A ril21 at a
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For additional information on how to continue
your education, return this coupon or please
call 1-800-638-7600 or contact your local Army
National Guard recruiting office.
The men and women of the Army National
Guard would like to give you an education.
Lesson One: Economics. College isn't cheap.
Lesson Two: Finance. But by serving in the
Army National Guard you can qualify for the
Montgomery GI Bill-and earn up to $18,000 to-
wards college. By serving as little as one week-
end a month and two weeks a year, you can just
about cover your tuition.
Lesson Three: Psychology. The Guard will
also teach you things about yourself you never
knew. You'llgain self-confidence. You'll find out
what you're made of. And just how much more
you're capable of doing.
Lesson Four: Philosophy. Whether you're
operating a tank or assisting in an operating
room, you'll be part of making America a
stronger nation.
~--------------"1
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sports Talk:
Schmoozing With
Kev and Dob
by Dobby Gibson and Kevfn Cuddiby
The College Voice
Pro Hoops
Hats off to Charles Barkley for getting a
few good swings in at one of the biggest
goons in the NEA, Bill "Leg of' Laimbeer.
Itcosthim $31,700- but that's money well
spent. The total amount assessed in fines
was $162,500 to the S ixers and the Pistons,
the most ever in any major sport. David Pa-
padopolous, '93, noted that if the same inci-
dent occurred in the NHL it would only be a
ten minute misconduct, period ... The
chance of David "Batman and" Robinson
winning the Rookie of the Year award this
year is equivalent to the chance that Michael
Jordan might get a few buckets for the Bulls
in the playoffs.
Miscellaneous
We can 't believe that the Teenage Mutant
Ninja Turtles made the front page of the
USA Today sports section last Wednesday.
The article cited the hip and heroic reptiles
for causing a surge of youngsters to take up
themartial arts. While our younger days had
us begging dad to throw a few balls with us
because we saw Reggie Jackson on TV,
these little ankle-biters are hitting up the old
man for a registration fee to "Mister Miagi's
Dojo of Pain". . . Kev and Dob were
schmoozing with the Pack (Billy Packer of
CBS) about the possibility that a new con-
ference would be formed among Notre
Dame, DePaul, Louisville, and several other
midwestern basketball powerhouses. The
Pack would not speculate on the name of the
conference. But, through other channels,
Kev and Dob understand that it will be
called The Big Deal ... Kudos to Kevin
"Berlin"Walor, '90, who had the chutzpah
to schmooze at4 A.M. Monday on Kev and
Dob's favorite station, WFAN. Walor
talked ad nauseam about the merits of Ray
Bourque and the Bruins ... Can you believe
HBO had the gall to get rid of fight comrnen- \
tator Micheal Nunn?
Baseball
Kev and Dob travelled to Yankee Stadium
this past Saturday to see the Yanks take on
the Angels. Look forward to a full review of
Kev and Dob's day at the parkin next week's
column ... The A's are off to a 10-3 start
behind Dave Stewart's record of 4-0.
Canseco is batting .373, Henderson and
Canseco have combined to swipe sixteen
sacks, theEck has five saves, and McGwire
has five dingers. How 'bout that! ... Bucky
Dent won't last past the month of June as
skipper of the Yankees ...
Sports Cinema
Kev and Dobproudly presentourTopand
Bottom Ten moviesofthesporlS genre. No,
the guy who reviewed The Hunt For Red
October in last week's issue had no input in
any way, shape, or form. The Top Ten read
as follows: 1) Caddyshack 2) Raging Bull
3) Pride of the Yankees 4) The Natural 5)
Bang the Drum Slowly 6) Hoosiers 7) Vic-
tory 8)Rockyl&1I9)LongestYard 10) tie-
Eight Men Out and Knute Rockne: All-
American.
The Bottom Ten read as follows (Warn·
ing: Kev and Dob recommend that those
with a sensitive constitution, read near a
wastebasket): 1)American Anthem - need
we say more that Mitch Gaylord attempting
to act 2) Karate Kidl-lll- Ralph Macchio
was 42 when he made the first of the trilogy
3) Rocky lll-XlV - you gouaknow when to
quit 4) Johnny B. Goode - Anthony Mi-
chael Hall is forever Farmer Ted 5) Bad
News Bears Go To Bangladesh - thank
God they never came back 6) The Kid From
Left Field - Gary Coleman managing a
baseball team? Please! (Even if it was the
Padres.) 7) Youngblood-Rob Lowe, 'nuff
said? 8) Vision Quest - Highlight of the
flick is Madonna belting
out "Crazy For You (and
Your Sweaty Jockstrap)"
9) One on One - sounds
like a marvy XXX, too
&atIR'Obby Benson was iJ>.
it 10) Oxford Blues -
Rob Lowe, 'nuff said!
J
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Camels Stroke Ahead of the Competition
by Jen Da"ldson
The College Voice
The women's crew team has certainly
shown its colors over the past two week-
ends-i-they swept at Worcester winning all
of their four races Saturday April 21 against
boats from Union, William Smith, Albany
and Holy Cross. Although they did not fare
as well this past Saturday against Wesleyan
and Trinity, the women had some of their
finest rowing of the season.
"The women's varsity eight consists of
Carrie Edwards, '92, Anne Althausen, '92,
Beth Filippone, '91, Paige Dolkos, '92,
Chris mil, '92, Emily Siegel, '92, Betsy
Clark, '92, Jennie Davidson, '92, and Meg
Sheehan, '92, ascosxwain. The boat started
off the day's races by soundly beating their
opposing boats.
In a race similar to that of the varsity eight,
Conn's varsity women's four, consisting of
Edwards, Althausen, Amanda Tuttle, '92,
Men's Lacrosse:
~:
Camels Crush
Roger Williams
.
The COlmecticut ~ Club
Baseball _ played tllXIbOok
baseball 10 defeat Ibe Roger Wil-
liams CoUege varsity _ 4-3 at
Ibe Coast Guard Acl\demy on
Thursday.
TheC8mels starlCdoutfast,soor-
ing two in !he fJrStinningooasingle
by centerflelder Pole Francis; '93,
followed by a hit-and·run by !bird
baseman David Deader, '92, put-
ling runoet1OIl Iirst and third. The
running C8meIs then execuled a
perfect double steal, sending
Francis head Iirst across !he plate
forthegame'slirstrun. Afrerapop
0Ul, sItortBtop Randy SCott, '93,
singled 10 bring bome Deader for
Ibe second run of Ibe inning.
Roger Williams stayed in Ibe
game and by Ibe lOp of the eigfIIb
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Siegel and Sheehan as cox, rowed their way
toa strong win. They jumped out in front of
theotherboatsrightatthe start, Albany tried
to hang on, but Conn muscled its way to the
finish with a five-second victory margin.
Coming off a previous loss, this win was cer-
lainly sweet.
This past weekend, the women met up
with Wesleyan and Trinity, their longtime
rivals. The freshman boat raced first and had
an impressive second place finish behing
Wesleyan. The freshman's luck was not
quite the same later in the morning racing as
a JV eight. Since they had some difficulty,
they finished behind both Wesleyan and
Trinity. The women's varsity eight had their
best race of the season even though they
finished behind the other two schools.
"Our rowing is strong and aggressive,
and we are all looking forward to the New
England Championships next weekend,"
said Filippone, the team's caplain.
•
ATTENTION:
easy work, excellent pay
Assemble products at home.
Detoils. (I) 602-838-8885
EXT.w-5754
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s~ Women's Lacrosse:
Camels Smite
Smith
:..--o~ ------------~ noted, "We have balanced scoring,
" by KimKress which really helps. If someone is
~ sports Editor_ not having a great day, there is
;<l . .. I
v Thepastweekwasabusy one for usually someone else who IS. n
~ the Connecticut College women's the net for Conn was Andrea
lacrosse team, who took on both Squibb, '90, who made ten saves. •
Smith and Tufts. On Saturday the Camels trav-'~
On Thursday, the Camels faced elled toTufts to take on the Jumbos.
Smith on Harkness Green, and won Although the team lost 8-7, Cum-
handily 15-10 Eva Cahalan, '91, mings-Danson was very impressed
Lorraine White, '91, and Abbey with the team's performance. "It '_
Tyson, '92, were very impressive was a great game and we clearly
in the match, as they combined for met the challenge of facing Tufts,"
II goals. stated Cummings-Danson.
Cahalan became Conn's leading Once again, scorers included
all-time assist leader in the match, White and Tyson, with two goals
with four, bringing hertotalto 27. each. Esty Wood, '92, had a goal,
She also had two goals and contin- as did Sarah Casey, '91, and Sarah
ues to close in on the all-time lead- Ball, '93. Squibb was in goal, and
ing scorer record. White, striking made eight saves against the Jum-
for five goals, was the team's lead- bos.
ingscorer. Tyson added four more. As Cummings-Danson pointed
Also making their presences felt out, "We've never beaten Tufts and
were Tara Rehl, '93, and Carter this is the closest we've ever come." The Connecticut College
Wood, '93, each voicing a goal. "As a result," she added, "the Women's Sailing learn earned a
Suzanne Walker, '93, alsocontrib- team had a bit of a mental block benh in the women's nationals last
uted to the effort with two goals. going in. However, this game will weekend by placing third in the
Coach Gail Cummings-Danson help with our confidence." New England Qualifying Regatta,
,----"----=,,,.,,:=====----,...,..:,.....,,---,=====----:-----,=,-, Jen Coolidge, '91,
and Elizabeth
Edge, '90, fin-
ished second in A
Division while
Carolyn U1ander,
'92, and Louise
Van Order, '90,
finished second in
B Division.
At the end of the
two days, the learn
was tied with
Brown University
for second and a
tiebreakerresulted
,
The women's .lecrosse team play s vigorously against Smith on Harkness Green
Sailing:
Conn Blows By Opponents
in Conn finishing third.
The weekend previous found the
same team placing third at an In-
tersectional held at Brown featur-
ing many of the same teams to be
competing in the nationals.
The nationals will be held at
M.I.T, May 31 - June 2. Expecta-
tions are high for the women as they
are recently ranked third in the na-
tion.
The men are hoping for similar
results this weekend as they are
competing in their New Englands
from which the top four teams will
advance to the nationals. The team
will be represented by Tony Rey,
'90, and Margret Buel, '92, in A
Division; Karl Ziegler,'92, and
Elizabeth Edge,'9O, inB Division.
CharliePendieton,'9O, will be pres-
ent as substitute as' will Heather
Cressy,'93, as a heavy air crew.
In the Boston Dinghy Cup at
by Sean Spicer
TheCoUege Voice
M.I.T. on March 31, the team fin-
ished fourth with Rey and Buel
sailing A Division while Ziegler
and Atlantic Page,'93, sailed B
Division.
The following weekend the same
duos placed second at Tufts Uni-
versity's Friis Trophy.
Easter weekend saw Pendleton
andWendy Osgood,'90, winning A
division and Peter Quinn,'90, and
Lissette Suarez,'90, taking B Divi-
sion as Conn won the Moody Tro-
phy at the University of Rhode Is-
land.
Ziegler and Page won A Division
while Ben Marden,'93, 8I)d Nara
Kapost,'93, captured B Division as
Conn swept the Vietor trophy at
Yale.
The team began the season
ranked twentieth nationally and has
moved up to their current rank of
eighth.
Camels Ace Brandeis and M.I.T.
by Matt Sanien
'I'M College Voice
The men's tennis team continued its win-
ning tradition with wins over Brandeis Uni-
versity and M. I.T. last week.
Against Brandeis, the team jumped out to
a quick 3-0 lead with Tim Smith, '90, Brad
Freer, '91, and James Gellert, '90, easily
winning two set matches. The team com-
pleted the victory in singles when Jon Krane,
'90, and Eric Hintz, '91, won third set vic-
tories. The Camels wrapped up the match 7-
2 by winning second and third doubles.
Spring Sports
Action
Women's Lacrosse:
Tue 5/1 vs Wesleyan 3:30 p.m.
Men's Club Lacrosse:
Thu 5/3 vs Coast Guard 4:00p.m.
Men's Lacrosse:
Wed 5/2 at Unlv. of New Haven 4:00p.m.
Women's Club Softball:
Tue 5/1 va Wesleyan 3:30 p.m. at Washington Park in Groton
Men's & Women's Crew:
Sat 5/5 New England Championships at Worcester, Mass.
Athlete of the Week
The team played excellent tennis against
M.I.T., winning four out of four three set
matches. The team clinched the match after
the singles (5-1) with wins coming from
Smith, Joe Schaefer, '91, Hintz, Freer, and
Jon Krawczyk, '92.
The Camels swept M. I. T. 3-0 in doubles
to make the final score 8-1. Smith and Krane
had an especially good comeback win (3-6,
6-0,6-0) over M. I. T.'s number one doubles
team. Commenting on the match, Freer
said, "The back to back wins over Brandeis
and M. I.T. gave us confidence going into
the NESCAC tournament"
This week's award goes to THE WOMEN'S SAILING TEAM. The team became eligible for the
nationals by placing third at the New England Qualifying Regatta. KEK
